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Taking place on September 
22nd and 23rd after a double 
postponement, Vertikal Days will 
be one of the first industry events 
since lockdown restrictions 
started to ease. It will also be 
the first outing for a host of new 
products, so visitors can expect 
to see a good few ‘firsts’ from 
crane, aerial and telehandler 
manufacturers plus an abundance 
of new ancillary products and 
services in the Marketplace.  

New venue
Our new Peterborough venue is 
located off the A1(M) with easy 
access whether driving from the 
north or the south. There are good 
rail links from the East Coast 
Mainline running from London Kings 
Cross to Edinburgh, and the venue 
is within an hour’s drive of several 
airports, including Birmingham, 
London Stanstead, Luton and East 
Midlands.

services that have already been 
announced for the show.

The Marketplace Pavilion 
Located centrally within the 
showground, the Marketplace 
Pavilion is almost a show within a 
show and will include an even more 
comprehensive mix of companies 
displaying the very latest in ancillary 
products and services related 
to cranes, access equipment 
and telehandlers, such as safety 
equipment, software, innovative 
components, rigging solutions, 
training suppliers, financial solutions 
and electronics. It will also feature 
the main café serving tea, coffee 
and soft drinks all day – a great 
place to network or simply sit for 
10 minutes to digest not only the 
complimentary pastries, but the 
host of equipment and services on 
offer. 

Outside area
Vertikal Days is mostly an outdoors 
event, and a number of ancillary 
products and service suppliers such 
as those offering parts & service, 
crane mats and heavier rigging 
equipment will be located outside 
alongside the equipment providers.  

The show provides an opportunity 
for both visitors and exhibitors to 
network and make new contacts, 
while the calmer atmosphere - 
compared to the big international 

Save your wallet for 
equipment purchases

The show is the one of largest events 
in Europe dedicated to lifting and 
working at height. As in previous 
years everything is complimentary for 
visitors, including parking, tea, coffee 
and a hot lunch. It will be an ideal 
event for rental companies, utilities, 
major contractors, and the plethora 
of end users who are interested in 
lifting and working at height, to see 
the latest products, services and 
technology, as well as meeting the 
manufacturers face to face. The show 
is almost fully booked and includes a 
number of new exhibitors. 

Full Guide 
A full 28 page guide to the event will 
be published in the July/August issue 
of Cranes & Access magazine, 
however in the meantime, the 
following pages include a glimpse of 
just some of the new products and 

shows - allows exhibitors to spend 
more quality time with visitors, 
either on their stands or in the 
public areas. As usual, the CPA 
and IPAF will be on hand to greet 
members, while hosting seminars, 
meetings and workshops, so look 
out for announcements in the 
coming weeks to find out what’s on.

There is such a thing  
as a free lunch!

Lunch will be provided each day 
from 12:30- 2:30 in the Catering 
Pavilion, located at the top of the 
showground. Our popular free range 
hog roast, alongside the barbecue 
and a sandwich bar will also be 
available. 

Hotel rooms within a five-mile 
radius are plentiful, although we 
would recommend you book as 
early as possible. On Wednesday 
evening there will be a networking 
event (ticket only) kindly sponsored 
this year by Access Platform Sales 
and partners Hinowa, LGMG and 
BoSS.

Safety & hygiene
Everything will be carried out in line 
with current government guidelines 
which we hope will be ‘restriction 
free’. If the rules change, we will of 
course change layouts to suit whilst 
continuing to provide everything 
that visitors have experienced 
before.

Vertikal Days sponsors
We’d like to say thank you to those 
exhibitors helping support the event 
through sponsorship:

vertikal daysc&a

After what will be 28 long months since the last Vertikal 
Days event, there is a very positive vibe in the air from 
the UK crane and access fraternity looking forward to 
catching up in late September at our new venue, the 
East of England Arena & Showground in Peterborough.

Show Information

Venue: 

Vertikal Days Event,  
East of England Arena and  
Events Centre, Peterborough,  
PE2 6XE

Dates/Times: 
Wednesday 22nd September 
10am to 5.30pm 

Thursday 23rd September  
10am to 4pm

Get ready  
for Vertikal 
Days!   

Get ready  
for Vertikal 
Days!   
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The following list includes all exhibitors and 
the brands that they represent attending this 
year’s event.

Kranlyft 

Ladybird Cranes 

Latch and Batchelar 

Leguan

Leoch Battery 

LGMG Europe

Liebherr

Lift-Tex 

Lifting Gear UK

Load Management Systems 

Maber

Mace

Maeda 

Magnetek

Magni

Manitowoc

MCS  

Mentor Training

Modulift

Montarent

Multitel Pagliero

Niftylift

Nolim

Oil&Steel

OEM Automatic

Ommelift

Orlaco

OTR Wheel Engineering 

Outriggerpads

Palfinger

Paragon Bank

Platform Basket

Platform Controls 

Platinum International 

Point of Rental 

Pop-Up

Potain 

Power Towers

Prolift

Promax

RaycoWylie

Reedyk

ReLion

CPL

Cranesafe

Crowland Cranes

Crown Batteries

CTE

DC Battery 

Demag

Dingli

Durham Lifting

Dynaset

ELS Lift

Falcon Cranes

Faraone

Faresin

Galizia 

Geda

Genie

GGR

GMG

Grove

GSR

Haulotte 

Heyn Engineering Solutions

Hinowa

Hird

Highsparks

Hitech Lift Trucks

Holland Lift

Imer

Industrial Training International 

InspHire

IPAF

IPS

JSC IT Sistemos

Jaso

JCB

Jekko

JLG

JT Cranes

Kato

Klaas 

Klubb

Kobelco 

RHC Lifting

RIM Wizard

Rivertek 

Rolls Battery 

Ruthmann

SafetyLiftingGear

Serious Labs

Shield Batteries

Sinoboom 

Skyjack 

Skyline Arcomet 

SMIE

Snorkel UK

Socage

Spider Ops

Spierings 

Sterling GP

Tadano

Tecnomagnete

Terex

Terex Utilities

Teupen

Thermoil

Top Service

Torquer

Towergate Insurance

Tracked Carriers

Tracked Spider Sales

Tractel

Trackunit 

Trojan

TVH

Unic

Uperio

Valla

Verope

Versalift UK

vWork

Weinold

Winlet

Xenith Heights

Xtreme

Zoomlion
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AB Graphics and Signs

Access Platform Sales

AD Astra

AFI

Ainscough Training Services 

Air-Seal Products

AJ Access Platforms 

Aldercote

Alfa Access Services

AL-Lift

Alimak

Alliance Automotive

Almac 

AlmaCrawler

AMCS

Aresta

Artic Crane

ASI 

Avant Tecno

Battery Service Hub 

Barden Batteries

BG Lift

Big Change

Bluelift

Böcker UK

BoSS

Bravi

Briggs

Brilliant Ideas

Bronto Skylift

Capja

Carl Stahl Evita

CD Techno

Cela

City Lifting

CLM Construction Supplies

Close Brothers

CMC Lift

Comansa

Comet

Cormidi

Coppard

CPA

Exhibitor & Brand list



BUILT ON TRUST  
SEALED WITH INTEGRITY

It’s your move…

At Versalift, we focus on the how and not the when... so we guarantee that 
all the platforms that leave our manufacturing plant are delivered to you 
fully compliant with a 40 point check-mate list and testing programme 
that assures long lasting performance.

To find out more or to request a demonstration, contact us at  
sales@versalift.co.uk or call 01536 721010.

www.versalift.co.uk 

Depending on where you want to position yourself, it’s 
important to partner with a vehicle mounted platform 
manufacturer that plays by ALL the rules!



All Terrain cranes, crawler 
cranes, Rough Terrain cranes, 
spider cranes, mini crawler 
cranes, pick & carry cranes, 
aluminium cranes, trailer cranes, 
truck mounted cranes, loader 
cranes, rigging equipment, and 
much much more.

Liebherr’s 150 tonne LTM 1150-5.3 
All Terrain crane will make its global 
debut at the show, replacing the 
manufacturer’s popular 130 tonne 
LTM 1130-5.1. On the Kranlyft stand 
will be the new all electric Maeda 
MC285CB-3 spider crane alongside 
a range of other Maeda cranes, 
including a compact mini crawler. 
This will also be the first chance to 
see the new six tonne Klaas K1100 
RHX truck mounted aluminium 
crane and the heavy duty Uplifter 
GW1125 glass handler. Jekko 
distributor JT Cranes will have 
the recently launched lithium-ion 
powered five tonne SPX650 spider 
crane on show, as well as its 600kg 
MPK06 battery powered mini pick & 
carry crane/glass handler. 

For Spierings it is the first 
opportunity to demonstrate its new 
zero-emission eLift self-erecting 
mobile tower cranes in the form of 
the seven tonne SK597-AT4 and 10 
tonne SK1265-AT6. Another form 
of mobile tower crane will be found 
on the Ladybird stand in the form 
of the Montarent M21 self-erecting 
tower crane mounted on a 4x4x4 
self-propelled chassis complete 
with its own generator. Manitowoc 
UK will show the 150 tonne Grove 

The following pages highlight just a few examples of 
the new products and services that you can expect to 
see at this year’s Vertikal Days. Many exhibitors are 
choosing to keep their product launches under wraps 
until closer to the event, while others are waiting to 
make sure that their exhibits are fully confirmed before 
publicising them.

What’s 
new?   

Lifting equipment

vertikal days c&a

GMK 5150L-1 All Terrain alongside a 
new Potain HUP40-30 self-erecting 
tower crane. Tadano Demag has yet 
to confirm the models on show, but 
this will be its first opportunity to 
unveil its new merged branding due 
to take effect in late September. 

Böcker UK will highlight the latest 
version of its largest truck crane 
model, the AK 52 on a four axle 
carrier. Crowland Cranes will show 
two Rough Terrain cranes from two 
different manufacturers - the Terex 
RT1080L and Grove RT550E. City 
Lifting will have a different looking 
tower crane in the form of its latest 
Raptor from Artic Cranes, ideal for 
tight city centre sites.

Kobelco will have its latest 100 
tonne Stage V compliant CKE900G-3 
lattice boom crawler crane on its 
stand, while also being the first 
outing for its new Used Cranes 
Services. GGR will, as usual, 
have a busy stand with its Unic 
range of spider cranes, including 
the latest ECO battery powered 
models. It represents Galizia pick 
& carry cranes and will have at 
least one new model to show - all 
this alongside its range of vacuum 
lifting equipment. Finally, last but 
by no means least, the Hird stand 
will have much to discuss, including 
the chance to see the latest Valla 
electric pick & carry cranes.
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Boom lifts, scissor lifts, spider lifts, 
trailer lifts, truck and van mounted 
lifts, mast climbers and hoists.

Genie is another company with a host 
of new models to display, including the 
14ft GS-1432m and 19ft GS-1932m 
micro scissor lifts launched last month, 
along with other E-Drive models. Dingli 
could well take the award for most 
new products on its stand, with both 
diesel and electric versions of its new 
telescopic and articulated boom lift 
range, as well as its new high reach 
Rough Terrain and narrow aisle scissor 
lifts. Haulotte will be another stand 
brimming over with new technology, in 
the form of its all new Pulseo HS18E-Pro 
electric Rough Terrain scissor lift and 46ft 
all electric Sigma16 Pro articulated boom 
lift. Snorkel will launch its new lithium-ion 
battery powered 27ft S2755RTE and 39ft 
S3970BE Rough Terrain scissor lifts, as 
well as the battery powered SL30RTE 
Speed Level. It will also be ready to 
provide delivery updates for its new 210ft 
S100SJ boom lift. For Niftylift the show 
is the first opportunity to demonstrate its 
new 50ft HR17 while highlighting a range 
of the latest technology it has introduced 
over the past two years. AJ Access will 
launch the Zoomlion boom and scissor lift 
range in the UK, while Sinoboom and its 
UK dealer Pinnacle Platforms will have a 
number of products including a UK first of 
its 19ft 1932ME electric scissor lift. 

Italian spider lift company CMC will 
display a number of new spider lifts 
including the fully hydraulic S18F, the 
heavy duty 22 metre S22HD and 23 
metre S23. This will also be the first 
show for Access Platform Sales (APS) 
since it took on the distribution of the 
LGMG range of scissors and booms, 
which it will show alongside a number 
of Hinowa spider lifts, including the 33 
metre 33.17. It will also unveil the new 

BoSS PA-lift push around scissor lift 
which is set to replace the current BoSS 
models. Platform Basket distributor 
Promax will have the all new 25ft 
tracked RR9/200 Road Rail self-propelled 
articulated boom alongside a 20 metre 
hybrid Spider 20.95 and a 33 metre 
Spider 33.15. Avant UK will have 
Leguan’s newly redesigned 13.5 metre 
135 Neo and 19 metre 190 spider lifts, 
while new subsidiary Almac Atlantic 
will have two world first outings on its 
stand - the 18 metre B1890 from its new 
Spiderboom range and the ML 3.0 FX 
MultiLoader tracked carrier, as well as 
the 43ft Jibbi U-1570 which features a 
Multitel Pagliero boom on Almac tracked 
chassis. 

The Imer line up of scissor and spider 
lifts will include its new 15 metre IM 
R 15 DA lithium-ion spider lift, the first 
model in its range to feature a dual 
sigma type riser. Versalift will unveil the 
all new VTA-135 pick-up mounted lift on 
a Toyota Hilux and Isuzu D-Max chassis, 
alongside its type approved VTL-135 
van mount and a new hybrid model. 
CPL /Klubb will look to rival it with its 
KT range of 3.5 tonne van mounts and 
new 13.1 metre Palfinger P130A on an 
Isuzu D-Max 4x4 pick-up truck. More 
European debuts can be found on the 
GSR stand with its 21 metre B210PXJ 
on a 3.5 tonne Mercedes Sprinter 
chassis, a 22 metre B220TJ telescopic 
that now features a jib and its newly 
updated PX/PXE range.

At the opposite end of the spectrum the 
latest developments in mast climbers 
and hoists can be found on the Alimak 
and Mace/Geda stands while CLM will 
show the latest developments from 
Maber including its two tonne MBC2000 
mast climber alongside its most popular 
rack & pinion hoists.

Powered access
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Telehandlers
Compact, ultra-compact, full size, 
mid-range, high reach, heavy duty, 360 
degree.   

World firsts from JCB include it’s all 
new fully electric 2.5 tonne/six metre 
525-60E compact telehandlers as well as 
the 5.5 tonne/20.5 metre 555-210R 360 
degree model. Snorkel will also have its 
626 electric telehandler on show, while 

Magni will debut its 
six tonne/10 metre 
TH 6.10 fixed frame 
telehandler announced at the start of the 
year. GGR will highlight its increasingly 
popular Faresin Full Electric compact 
telehandler and might just have news on 
a larger electric model from the Italian 
manufacturer.
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PPE and safety equipment, parts, 
components and accessories, tyres, 
batteries, remote controls, software, lifting 
gear, outrigger mats, cameras, training, 
finance/insurance, and used equipment. 

As always, the Marketplace Pavilion will 
include a range of safety equipment, software, 
components, training, financial solutions and 
electronics suppliers, including a number of 
lifting equipment manufacturers and suppliers 
on show such as LGUK, Durham Lifting and 
Modulift discussing all things ‘below the 
hook’. Tyre manufacturer OTR will have a 
wide range of non-marking tyres on show 
including its latest and biggest tyre to date, the 
445/50D710NM. Several training companies 
will be present including Industrial Training 
International UK, with its VR crane simulator 
plus a new VR assessment for construction 
hazard identification. Technology company 
AMCS will show its all new DCS 61-S anti-
collision system for tower and mobile cranes. 
Be sure to check out vWork’s messenger app, 
Trackunit’s Kin, inspHire’s Onrent and MCS’ 
timesheet mobile app which can help increase 
efficiency, reduce costs, and improve utilisation.

There will also be a number of new outrigger 
pads and ground protection products on show 
including Nolim’s new PE sleepers and new 
stackable jacking blocks and testing ramps 
from Outriggerpads. Orlaco’s sales partner 
OEM Automatic will showcase new camera 
solutions, while RHC Lifting will show Autec’s 
range of radio remote controls, including the 

latest Dynamic+ and Dynamic+P. 
Magnetek will demonstrate its 
wireless controls, including the Flex 
Pro, MHR radio controller, and Flex 
VUE transmitter with graphic display. 

Load Monitoring Systems will launch 
the world’s first digital pad eye 
tester for testing lifting eyes and 
lugs, and eye bolts. Xenith Heights’ 
new products include tool tether kits 
from Gripps and safety harnesses 
from Aresta 
Heights. Battery 
manufacturers 
and suppliers 
include DC 
Battery 
Technologies 
and Shield 
Batteries hoping 
to discuss the 
latest in battery 
technology.

Marketplace




